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Evolving artificial sign languages in the lab: from
improvised gesture to systematic sign
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Abstract

Recent work on emerging sign languages provides evidence for how key
properties of linguistic systems are created. Here we use laboratory ex-
periments to investigate the contribution of two specific mechanisms—
interaction and transmission—to the emergence of a manual communica-
tion system in silent gesturers. We show that the combined effects of these
mechanisms, rather than either alone, maintain communicative efficiency,
and lead to a gradual increase of regularity and systematic structure. The
gestures initially produced by participants are unsystematic and resem-
ble pantomime, but come to develop key language-like properties similar
to those documented in newly emerging sign systems.

Keywords: silent gesture, iterated learning, interaction, transmission,
sign language, language evolution

1. Introduction1

Languages exhibit systematicity; single utterances are not isolated, in-2

dependent units but form part of a structured system of interdependent3

elements. We see systematicity across levels of language, in the lexicon,4

morphology and syntax. Parts of signals are re-used and recombined5
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across utterances and correspond systematically to different aspects of6

the meanings being conveyed. For example, the noun phrases blue shoes7

and red shoes both include shoes, indicating which part of their meaning8

is shared, and differ on their descriptors, blue and red, this difference in9

form signalling a difference in meaning. The prevalence of systematic10

structure of this kind across languages and modalities points to its status11

as a fundamental property of language. One of the central challenges12

of language evolution research is to determine the mechanisms through13

which systematicity arises. Cultural evolutionary accounts propose that14

it develops as language adapts to pressures arising from language use15

and the transmission of language to new learners (Raviv & Arnon, 2018;16

Raviv et al., 2019; Giudice, 2012; Beckner et al., 2017; Kirby et al., 2008,17

2015; Cornish et al., 2013; Silvey et al., 2014). Investigation of such cul-18

tural processes thus requires the observation of communication systems19

at different stages of linguistic emergence. Currently, there are two main20

sources of evidence available for such observations: emerging sign sys-21

tems, providing data from natural languages which are in the early stages22

of developing linguistic structure, and experimental research modelling23

language early in its evolutionary development. Here, we combine these24

approaches, observing the emergence of manual communication systems25

in the laboratory. We focus on how the cultural mechanisms of interac-26

tion and transmission drive the evolution of these systems. In essence, we27

create a controlled environment in which we can observe the evolution of28

miniature artificial sign languages.29

1.1. Field research: Homesign and emerging languages30

Observations from homesign (Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Haviland, 2013)31

and emerging sign languages (Aronoff et al., 2005; Senghas et al., 2004;32

De Vos, 2014) provide the only naturally occurring evidence of language33

at its earliest stages, and give us crucial insights into the different cultural34

contexts and mechanisms that affect the structure found in communica-35

tive systems.36

Homesign systems are created by deaf children who are not exposed37

to an accessible conventional language early in their development (usu-38

ally being born to hearing parents), and must improvise ways to com-39

municate. The structural properties of these systems do not appear to40

directly reflect parental input, either from spoken language or infant-41

directed gestures (Goldin-Meadow & Mylander, 1983, 1998). Homesigns42
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do exhibit some of the structural features of established languages, such43

as regularities in syntax (Goldin-Meadow & Feldman, 1977), morphology44

(Goldin-Meadow et al., 1995) and lexical categorisation (Goldin-Meadow45

et al., 1994; Haviland, 2013). However, they also differ from established46

languages in a number of ways. They show less systematic structure and47

less regularity than sign languages (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014), and lack48

consistency across users of a single system (Richie et al., 2014). The use of49

homesigns in communication is often limited and asymmetrical: home-50

sign systems are developed by deaf individuals and encapsulated within51

their family. While hearing family members may use the system to some52

extent, only the deaf family members use homesigns as a primary com-53

munication system. Further, homesign systems typically persist for only54

a single generation; lack of a community halts further transmission, and55

thus evolution, of the system.56

Observation of the development of early sign languages has also il-57

luminated the potentially critical roles of interaction between users in a58

community and transmission to new community members. Emerging59

sign languages arise when communities are formed by deaf individu-60

als, who lack a conventional language model, or who are otherwise cut61

off from pre-existing languages. In many cases of sign language emer-62

gence, linguistic systems begin as improvised homesigns within family63

units and develop as they are learnt by, and transmitted to, a wider com-64

munity. These communities may emerge due to high rates of hereditary65

deafness, as is the case with many village sign languages such as Al-66

Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language in Israel (Aronoff et al., 2005), Kata Kolok67

in Indonesia (De Vos, 2014) and Adamarobe Sign Language in Ghana68

(Nyst, 2010), or they may emerge due to changes in educational policy,69

such as the provision of schools for the deaf. The latter led to the de-70

velopment of Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL), which emerged in the71

late 1970s after a deaf school was established in Managua, and deaf in-72

dividuals who had developed their own homesign systems were then73

able to interact with each other and develop a conventionalised language74

within the school (Kegl et al., 1999; Senghas & Coppola, 2001; Senghas75

et al., 2004). Studies of emerging sign languages have shown how lin-76

guistic features such as conventional word order (Sandler et al., 2005)77

and role shift (where signers take on the role of another ’character’ in78

the discourse; Kocab et al., 2014) emerge and change over time. Senghas79

et al. (2004) demonstrate how motion events that were signed holistically80
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(conflating manner and path) in the first cohort of NSL signers became81

sequential (separating manner and path signals) in later cohorts. Their re-82

sults are particularly surprising, as simultaneous structure is a common83

modality-specific property of sign language morphology, which allows84

iconic event representation (Aronoff et al., 2005; Senghas et al., 2004); as85

such, it is striking that new learners of NSL do not exploit this iconicity.86

Goldin-Meadow et al. (2014) analyse the consistency of handshape for87

nominals and predicates in four groups of signers: Nicaraguan home-88

signers, signers of NSL cohort 1, signers of NSL cohort 2, and signers of89

American Sign Language (ASL). Their results suggest that ASL, the old-90

est and most stable language in the sample, exhibits the most consistent91

handshapes across signers. By contrast, homesigners exhibited low con-92

sistency in handshapes used across the group, as would be expected from93

individual innovators. The NSL cohorts illustrate the link between these94

initial inconsistent systems and later systematicity, becoming increasingly95

consistent in their handshapes from cohort 1 to 2. These results suggest96

the importance of a community in the development of a language. Signs97

conventionalise and become more regular through use within the com-98

munity; this process is further entrenched through transmission to new99

community members.100

1.2. Experimental research: communication, iteration and gesture101

The early sign systems described above provide a valuable perspec-102

tive on language emergence, allowing us to generate hypotheses about103

the mechanisms that drive the emergence of systematic structure in lan-104

guage. These systems are thus crucial to our understanding of language105

evolution. However, natural language observation requires large-scale106

longitudinal study of phenomena generally outside the researcher’s con-107

trol. Experimental research, on the other hand, presents the opportunity108

to test our hypotheses by manipulating both the linguistic structures and109

the social environments we wish to investigate.110

Previous work on experimental semiotics has investigated how inter-111

action shapes communication. Participants in these studies take part in112

communication games in which they draw concepts for other participants113

who attempt to interpret them (similar to Pictionary; Healey et al., 2007;114

Garrod et al., 2007; Fay et al., 2010). Findings suggest that repeated inter-115

action leads to an increase in the production of symbolic signals: draw-116
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ings become smaller, less iconic and less complex, leading to more effi-117

cient (i.e., faster) and more successful communication.118

Alongside this, studies using the iterated learning paradigm have119

tested how transmission of a system to new learners affects linguistic120

structure (Kirby et al., 2008). In an iterated learning experiment, an ini-121

tial set of participants is trained on an artificial language and then asked122

to reproduce it. Their reproductions are then passed on as the input for123

the next participant, who in turn attempts to reproduce what they have124

learnt. This process is repeated, with the output from one participant125

used as input for the next, modelling a process analogous to the gener-126

ational transmission of language. Results show that systematic structure127

emerges through this process, leading to the claim that structure develops128

in response to a pressure for systems to be learnable (Beckner et al., 2017;129

Kirby et al., 2008, 2015, 2014; Carr et al., 2016).130

More recently, several studies have probed how interaction and trans-131

mission may work together to shape linguistic structure. Kirby et al.132

(2015) and Carr et al. (2016) compare systems created via interaction alone133

with those which emerge through a combination of interaction and trans-134

mission. For the former, participants communicated in closed pairs, using135

a new language repeatedly with only each other. For the latter, chains of136

pairs were created, with one pair learning from the system produced by137

a previous pair (as in the iterated learning paradigm described above).138

Signals produced by chains of pairs evolved to be both learnable and use-139

ful for communication, while signals produced by closed pairs became140

useful for communication, but lacked the kind of structure which would141

make them easily learnable (e.g., compositionality). Similar results have142

been found in the graphical medium (Theisen-White et al., 2011; Cald-143

well & Smith, 2012; Fay & Ellison, 2013). For example, Theisen-White144

et al. (2011) had pairs of participants convey concepts which shared ei-145

ther a thematic feature (such as ’doctor’ and ’hospital’) or an entity type146

(such as ’hospital’ and ’school’). Pairs of participants who communicated147

in a closed group introduced some systematic structure in their signals.148

For example, participants might re-use a (thematic) stethoscope across149

their drawings for ’doctor’ and ’hospital’. However, only transmission150

of the signals to new pairs led to a cumulative increase in systematic151

structure over generations. Kirby et al. (2015) propose that structural dif-152

ferences in the systems produced by transmission and interaction reflect153

specific pressures each context brings: in their study, compressibility in154
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the case of transmission and expressivity in the case of interaction. This155

does not mean that we would expect systems borne out through interac-156

tion alone to be wholly unlearnable —they must still be used by human157

minds and bodies, after all— but that these systems are a product of the158

trade off between these competing pressures. Indeed, experimental stud-159

ies focussing on communication alone have found that compositionality160

can arise without transmission, when a pressure for compressibility is161

otherwise introduced (Raviv et al., 2019; Winters et al., 2018; Nölle et al.,162

2018). For example, Raviv et al. (2019) introduced a pressure for com-163

pressibility by using an expanding meaning space, such that the increase164

in the number of meanings participants had to communicate meant that165

participants were forced to generalise their existing system to convey new166

meanings. A system lacking in systematic structure would not allow this167

kind of generalisation, as well as becoming increasingly unwieldy as the168

size of the system increased. In this case, the authors found a cumulative169

increase in compositionality over rounds of communication.170

As mentioned above, here we are interested in further understand-171

ing the trade-off between interactive and transmissive pressures, by in-172

vestigating how they work in combination, and in isolation. In particu-173

lar, we model these processes in the emergence of manual communica-174

tion systems. To do this, we capitalise on the silent gesture paradigm.175

Silent gesture studies ask hearing participants with no knowledge of176

any sign language to communicate using gesture but no speech. Pre-177

vious work suggests that this paradigm may reduce the influence of178

prior linguistic knowledge on participants’ behaviour, revealing the cog-179

nitive biases that might shape linguistic systems. For example, Goldin-180

Meadow et al. (2008), amongst others (Hall et al., 2013; Schouwstra &181

de Swart, 2014) showed that participants from different linguistic back-182

grounds overwhelmingly produce Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) word or-183

der when gesturing, favouring structures which are most common cross-184

linguistically. Smith et al. (2017a) combine silent gesture with iterated185

learning to investigate how the expression of motion events develops via186

transmission of emerging artificial sign systems. This study offers an ex-187

perimental comparison with the work on motion events in NSL described188

in section 1.1. Recall that signs for motion events using segmented struc-189

ture (as compared to earlier simultaneous signs) emerged in the second190

NSL cohort (Senghas et al., 2004). In Smith et al. (2017a), participants191

produced gestures for videos showing a ball moving in varying man-192
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ners (e.g. bouncing or rolling) and along different paths (e.g. a slope193

or a circular path). The gestures individual participants produced were194

then used to train further participants, who then produced gestures for195

the same set of scenes. As the gestural systems were transmitted, they196

became increasingly systematic. Moreover, although simultaneous struc-197

tures were favoured, some sequential structures did emerge. These could198

be amplified by the transmission process, becoming frequent in a partic-199

ular chain, or be weeded out as simultaneous structures took over. This200

work points to silent gesture as a method which can be combined with201

iterated learning to shed light on how individual behaviours may persist202

and be amplified depending on the pressures at play.203

1.3. From pantomime to sign language204

We build on the body of literature discussed above to investigate the205

evolution of artificial manual communication from initial unstructured206

pantomime to sign language-like systems. We use silent gesture com-207

bined with iterated learning to understand the effects of interaction and208

transmission on the emergence of systematic structure over time. Use209

of the manual modality both minimises interference from participants’210

existing linguistic system, and allows us to compare our findings with211

the main source of emerging systems in natural environments: manual212

systems such as homesign and new sign languages (see section 1.1).213

Hearing participants without knowledge of any sign language were214

asked to communicate about a set of concepts using only gesture. Par-215

ticipants across the set of experiments were asked to learn from gestures216

produced by previous participants, and then asked to either communi-217

cate with a partner using only gesture, or produce gestures for the set of218

concepts without a partner. Following Theisen et al. (2010) and Theisen-219

White et al. (2011), the concepts participants were asked to communicate220

about comprised a structured set differing on two dimensions (thematic221

and functional). Across a series of three experiments, we explicitly test222

the two mechanisms of interest, interaction and transmission, in isolation223

and in combination with each other.224

We predict that the earliest, pantomime-like stages in the evolution of225

manual communication will feature low systematicity and high iconicity.226

Signals will be used unsystematically and independently of each other;227

the form of signals referencing similar meanings will not necessarily use228

similar properties. Relatedly, because gestures do not yet form part of a229
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conventionalised code, productions are expected to differ both within an230

individual and across individuals communicating with each other (Klima231

& Bellugi, 1979; McNeill, 2000). By contrast, the later stages of evolution232

should more closely resemble sign languages: coded, conventionalised233

systems used by a community. Linguistic signs are predicted to become234

more efficient in form, for example, showing fewer redundancies, or re-235

quiring less physical effort to produce (Fay & Ellison, 2013; Caldwell &236

Smith, 2012; Gibson et al., Forthcoming), and signals should be used sys-237

tematically, being re-used and re-combined consistently across the system238

to predictably differentiate between referents (Kirby et al., 2008). Im-239

portantly, we predict that the extent to which these more language-like240

features emerge will be dependent on both interaction and transmission241

being present.242

In experiment 1, we show that gestures produced without a model243

evolve to become more systematic as they are transmitted to new learn-244

ers. In experiment 2, we confirm the crucial role of both mechanisms,245

showing that transmission alone leads to learnable gestures, while in-246

teraction alone leads to communicatively efficient gestures. Finally, in247

experiment 3, we verify that an explicit pressure for efficient communica-248

tion (present in experiments 1 and 2) is not necessary for more efficient249

gestures to develop; rather, it is embedded in the act of interaction itself.250

2. Experiment 1: interaction and transmission251

2.1. Methods and Materials252

In experiment 1, a first set of participants served as seed participants253

(described in section 2.1.3), who recorded a single gesture for a single254

concept in the meaning space. Following collection of these seed gestures,255

participants took part in the main experiment in pairs, organised into256

transmission chains of five generations. The gestures recorded in the seed257

collection stage were used as initial training gestures for the transmission258

chains in the main experiment.259

2.1.1. Participants260

48 seed participants (aged 18 to 33, median age 22) were recruited to261

record an initial set of videos, each participant recording a single video.262

Seed participants were unpaid volunteers recruited from the undergrad-263

uate and postgraduate population at the University of Edinburgh. The264
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seed task took no more than 5 minutes to complete. A further 50 partici-265

pants (aged 18 to 32, median age 20) were recruited for the main experi-266

ment, from the University of Edinburgh careers website. All participants267

were self-reported right-handed native English speakers, with no knowl-268

edge of sign language. The main experiment took approximately 1 hour269

to complete, and participants were paid £7 for participation.270

2.1.2. Materials271

Participants were presented with items from a meaning space contain-272

ing a total of 24 meanings (see figure 1). Following Theisen-White et al.273

(2011), items in the meaning space shared an association either on the274

thematic dimension (for example, chef and restaurant share the thematic275

dimension of cooking), or on the functional dimension (for example, chef276

and photographer share the functional dimension of person). Meanings277

were presented as orthographic words in order to avoid ambiguity.278

Figure 1: The meaning space. Concepts shown in the rows of the table share the the-
matic association of particular professions, while items in columns share the functional
associations of person, location, object and action.

Participants (including seed participants) were placed in individual279

experiment booths, in front of an Apple Thunderbolt monitor with an280

affixed Logitech webcam. Both monitor and webcam were connected281

to an Apple Macbook Air laptop running Psychopy (Peirce, 2007) and282
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VideoBox (Kirby, 2016), custom software developed to record and stream283

video between networked computers.284

2.1.3. Procedure: seed collection285

Our initial seed participants were asked to produce a gesture for a sin-286

gle concept from the meaning space. The collection of seed videos thus287

provided a set of unique gestures used as the first training set for the288

transmission chains. Participants were told that they would be presented289

with a concept, and that they should communicate that concept using290

only gesture. Participants were instructed that they should not speak291

whilst doing the task, that they should not attempt to manually spell292

concepts, and that they should remain seated throughout the task. No293

audio was recorded at any stage of the experiment. All participants were294

given one practice trial in which they were presented with the concept an-295

gry, and asked to communicate this concept using only gesture. The tar-296

get concept was shown onscreen and participants could begin to record297

their gesture by pressing the space bar. After pressing the space bar,298

participants were given a 3 second countdown on screen before record-299

ing started. During recording, participants were shown a live mirrored300

stream of themselves on the display, allowing them to monitor their ges-301

tures and make sure that they were in frame. Seed participant recordings302

were timed for 7 seconds and stopped automatically. Following the prac-303

tice trial, seed participants were shown one (and only one) item from the304

meaning space as a single, orthographic word on screen, and followed305

the same procedure as the practice trial. The target meaning for each306

participant was selected at random, with the meaning removed from se-307

lection when two videos had been recorded for that meaning, giving a308

total of 48 seed videos. We refer to these sets of seed gestures throughout309

as generation 0.310

2.1.4. Procedure: main experiment311

The 50 participants recruited for the main experiment were organised312

in pairs comprising 5 generations in five transmission chains. Figure 2 il-313

lustrates the structure of a transmission chain in the experiment. Pairs of314

participants were taken through a two-part procedure in which they were315

trained on a set of gestures, and then asked to communicate with their316

partner, using only gesture. Participants were seated in individual exper-317

iment booths, and communication was enabled through video streaming318
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Figure 2: Transmission chain structure for experiment 1. Solid arrows represent trans-
mission, dashed lines represent interaction. The seed gestures (generation 0) act as the
starting sets for each chain. Participants in the first generation learn from the seed par-
ticipants. They then communicate with each other and pass on their output (randomly
selected from one of the two participants) as training for the second generation. This
process repeats for five generations in total.

between two networked computers. As in the seed collection stage, par-319

ticipants were instructed not to use spoken language or manual spelling,320

and to remain seated throughout the task.321

During training, participants were presented with videos of another322

person gesturing and asked to identify the correct meaning of the gesture.323

Each training trial consisted of the presentation of a gesture video, with324

simultaneous presentation of the meaning grid (example shown in figure325

3). Participants could make their guess by clicking on a word from the326

grid at any point during the video, or at the end. Once a meaning had327

been selected, participants were given feedback: they were told whether328

they were correct or incorrect, and shown the correct interpretation of the329

gesture. The gesture video was then played again in full, without the330

opportunity to interrupt. Participants were subsequently asked to copy331

the gesture, and given a 3 second countdown to prepare themselves for332

recording. During recording, they were shown the mirrored live stream333
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Figure 3: Screenshot example from a training trial, from a seed gesture for camera.
The VideoBox window (top centre) presents pre-recorded videos in training as well as
live stream during recording and testing. The Psychopy window (bottom) presents the
meaning grid for interpretation, and shows instructions and feedback.

of themselves. The duration of recording was not pre-set. Participants334

were instructed to press the space bar to end recording. Each round of335

training consisted of 18 trials (18 out of the total 24 items in the meaning336

space).337

The training items were selected randomly, and were balanced across338

the thematic and functional dimensions: 3 items from each theme were339

used and either 4 or 5 items from each functional type. The same 18 items340

were presented in each round of training, and were the same for both par-341

ticipants in a pair, though the order of presentation was randomised for342

each participant at each round. Participants completed 2 rounds of train-343

ing (36 trials in total). All 24 items in the meaning space were presented344

in the meaning grid used for interpretation of the gestures. For each par-345

ticipant, the position of items in the grid was randomised, but remained346

constant for the duration of the experiment.347

For participants in generation 1, a training set was generated by ran-348

domly selecting one of the two seed gestures from generation 0 for each349

meaning. For subsequent generations the training set consisted of ges-350

tures produced in the testing stage by a randomly selected participant351

from the pair in the previous generation. This meant that the full set of352
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gestures from a single participant was transmitted and used as the model353

for the next generation. 1
354

In the testing stage, participants took turns to communicate (as di-355

rector) and interpret (as matcher) items in the meaning space, with each356

participant in a pair producing a gesture for each meaning once and in-357

terpreting a gesture for each meaning once (48 trials total). The order of358

presentation for target meanings was randomised.359

As director, the participant was presented with an item from the mean-360

ing space. They were given 3 seconds with only the target item on screen,361

followed by a 3 second countdown to recording. The target meaning362

remained on screen throughout the trial. During recording, the partici-363

pant performed their gesture, again seeing their own image mirrored on-364

screen, with a live, unmirrored stream sent to their partner’s networked365

computer. The director was able to stop recording and turn off stream-366

ing by pressing the space bar, at which point they had to wait for their367

partner’s interpretation to continue. The matcher could also stop stream-368

ing at any time by pressing space bar, cutting short the gesture. Gesture369

videos were therefore recorded from the beginning of the trial until the370

recordings was terminated by either director, or matcher (see below).371

In the role of matcher, the participant had a short wait whilst the tar-372

get item was presented to their partner, then a 3 second countdown to373

the video stream from their partner. Once streaming began, the same374

grid of meanings that appeared in the training stage was displayed. The375

matcher could make their guess (by clicking on an item in the grid) by376

first pressing the space bar to stop streaming, or by waiting for the direc-377

tor to stop recording. This ensured that timings reflected how long it took378

a matcher to comprehend a gesture, rather than the time it took them to379

find their responses in the grid of meanings. Following the matcher’s380

response, both participants were given full feedback. They were shown381

whether the interpretation was correct or incorrect, and both the target382

item and the meaning selected by the matcher were presented on screen383

orthographically. Participants swapped roles after each trial, taking it in384

1We transmitted the output from one participant only in order to simplify the learn-
ing process and prevent regularities from being obscured by potentially conflicting out-
put from two participants. However, understanding learning from conflicting input is
likely an interesting question in itself (Singleton & Newport, 2004; Smith et al., 2017b).
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turns to be director and matcher for the duration of the study.385

Throughout the testing stage, participants were shown a red timer386

on the right of the display, which ran during recording (and streaming)387

and accumulated across all trials. Participants were told that a monetary388

prize would be offered to the pair that was both fastest and most accurate,389

as calculated by overall time to complete the task minus a three second390

penalty for each incorrect interpretation.391

2.2. Results: Qualitative data392

We first present a qualitative analysis of the gestures produced in the393

seed sets (generation 0) and the main experiment (generations 1-5). Ges-394

ture videos across all conditions in the experiment can be found in the395

University of Edinburgh’s DataStore (http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2447;396

Motamedi et al., 2018).397

2.2.1. Seed gestures398

The gestures produced in the seed stage exhibit the global structure399

found in pantomime: large, highly iconic gestures which frequently de-400

pict elaborate scenes, such as that shown in figure 4, for the meaning to401

make an arrest.402

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Illustration of pantomime-like structure in seed gesture for to make an arrest.
The participant illustrates a scene in which the presumed arresting officer draws and
points a gun (a), before proceeding to run after the perpetrator (b), and then catching
them (c).

Despite this, seed gestures sometimes lack features that could easily403

distinguish them from other meanings. For example, gestures produced404

for hairdresser, hair salon and to give a haircut (figure 5) all involve the405

gesturer miming cutting their own hair, but fail to clearly distinguish406

between the three meanings. This is largely as expected, since seed par-407

ticipants see only one meaning from the meaning space. In summary,408
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these isolated gestures share a number of iconic features associated with409

their thematic category, but are highly inefficient and non-systematic.410

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Ambiguity of gestures in the seed stage is exemplified by gestures for hair-
dresser (a), hair salon (b), and to give a haircut (c). All participants mime cutting their own
hair, and there is little to distinguish between each meaning.

2.2.2. Transmission and interaction stage411

From the seed set, over the course of five generations, gestures become412

more systematic, re-using and recombining gesture elements. For exam-413

ple, the gestures in figure 6 show productions for prison at generation 1414

and generation 5 in one chain. At generation 1, both participants gesture415

shaking the bars of a prison cell. These gestures, like their seed precur-416

sor, are holistic and iconic, a pantomime of being behind bars. However,417

the generation 1 gestures are shorter in length than the seed model (both418

participants have dropped the palm movement from the seed gesture).419

By generation 5 this meaning is gestured with a concise, two-part sign.420

Both participants produce a roof gesture followed by a wrist-grabbing421

gesture indicating handcuffs. The structure of these gestures is no longer422

holistic, but segmented. Furthermore, segmented gestures are widespread423

and systematic. Figure 7a gives examples of gestures from the same gen-424

eration 5 participant shown in figure 6c, for the meanings prison, church425

and hair salon, all meanings from the location category. In each, the partic-426

ipant re-uses and recombines parts of signs; the roof sign is re-used as a427

category marker for location, followed by a thematic signal (in this case, a428

cuffing gesture for prison, a praying gesture for church, and a hair cutting429

gesture for hair salon). In this way, participants recombine meaningful ges-430

ture elements to systematically signal similarities and differences between431

meanings. Importantly, this set reflects not simply a single participant but432

a gradual development across chains.433
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(a) Generation 0 gesture for prison.

(b) Generation 1 gestures for prison. Gesture on left used as model for generation 2.

(c) Generation 5 gestures for prison.

Figure 6: Over generations (a, b, c) in a chain, gestures for prison become more systematic
across participants. The participant at generation 0 (seed video) moves a palm from
right to left before shaking the bars of prison cell. Participants in generation 1 repeat
the bar-shaking gesture, but drop the palm movement in the seed gesture. However, by
generation 5, the gestures have changed. Both participants use a roof gesture, followed
by a cuffing gesture to communicate the same meaning.
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(a) Re-use of the roof gesture
across signals in the functional

category of location.

(b) Re-use of the camera gesture
across signals in the thematic

category of photography.

Figure 7: Segmentation into sequential, systematically re-used parts along the functional
category (a), and the thematic category (b). Gestures in (a) communicate prison, church,
and hair salon, and were produced by a participant in chain 3, generation 5, and show
use of the same location marker, a roof shape. Gestures in (b) communicate photographer,
camera and to take a photo, and were produced by a participant in chain 4, generation 5,
and show use of the same thematic marker, a camera gesture.
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Gestures in later generations also demonstrate the re-use of thematic434

signals. Figure 7b illustrates a gesture for photographer, camera and to take435

a photo (thematic category of photography), in generation 5 of a chain.436

The camera shape is used as the sole signifier across all meanings for this437

category, paired with either a point-at-self for photographer or a point-at-438

object for camera, which signal the functional category (person or object).439

Figure 8 illustrates how this process proceeds: a highly iconic pan-440

tomime is reanalysed as a symbolic grammatical marker. In generation 1,441

the gesture for hairdresser involves a pantomime in which the hairdresser442

waves to the customer, motions them to sit down, and mimes cutting443

hair. The gesturer finally points to herself, an indication of the person444

category. This hand wave gesture is repeated for the same meaning at445

generation 2, and by generation 3 has spread to other meanings within446

the same thematic dimension. By generation 5, the same element has447

been grammaticalised as a functional category marker, re-used through-448

out the functional category for action. This claim is supported by changes449

in form, including increasingly restrained movement and a decoupling450

from directed eye-gaze and facial expression; it is no longer an iconic451

representation of a greeting, but a systematic, symbolic marker. More452

generally, this example illustrates the finding that combinatorial systems453

emerge by generation 5 as a product of cumulative reanalysis.454

2.3. Results: Quantitative results455

Recall that the presence of both interaction and transmission in this456

experiment was predicted to lead to gestures that are both communica-457

tively efficient and systematic. Gibson et al. (Forthcoming) describe the458

main intuition behind efficiency as follows: an efficient language should459

enable a speaker to transmit many different messages successfully with460

minimal effort (p. 3). When measuring efficiency in an experimental461

context, different papers have operationalised different aspects of this in-462

tuition, depending partly on the properties of the experimental setting.463

For instance, Kirby et al. (2015) emphasise the successful transmission of464

information, by measuring the expressivity of the system. Other work465

(Fay & Ellison, 2013; Fay et al., 2013) focuses on production effort. Because466

our experimental setup shares features with that of the latter (i.e. it starts467

from a situation in which there are no conventions, and communication468

conventionalises over time), we will focus on production effort, measur-469

ing the efficiency of gestures using a combination of gesture length and470
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(a) generation 1 gesture for hairdresser

(b) generation 2 gesture for hairdresser

(c) generation 5 gestures for to give a haircut

(d) generation 5 gestures for to sing

Figure 8: Reanalysis of ’wave’ pantomime as a functional category marker. The wave
gesture starts out as an iconic depiction of a hairdresser’s interaction with a customer
(a). It is maintained in generation 2(b), and used for thematically related meanings in
generations 3 and 4 (not shown). By generation 5 (c, d), the gesture has been reanalysed
as a marker for the action category.
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the number of repetitions within a gesture. We measure systematicity in471

two ways. First, we use entropy to measure the internal consistency of472

gestures for each participant. Higher entropy indicates use of a distinct473

set of idiosyncratic gestures to describe each meaning; low entropy in-474

dicates re-use of gestures from a limited set. We also use a measure of475

structure based on the presence of marking on the functional dimension476

(for the categories person, location, object and action). In terms of these477

measures then, we predict that over generations, (i) gestures will shorten478

in length and repetitions will be reduced, showing increased efficiency479

and (ii) gestures will decrease in entropy and involve more functional480

markers2.481

Gesture sequences for each meaning were coded by the first author482

for shape and handedness 3. The shape parameter gave a characterising483

shape to each element in a gesture, such as Thumb, Book, or Box. Relevant484

elements such as direction could be added to distinguish, for example,485

between a point at an object (point-at-object) and a point at the gesturer’s486

2Additional results measuring matching accuracy, alignment between participants,
and transmission success across experiment 1 and subsequent experiments can be found
in the Supplementary Materials.

3A subset of gesture videos were coded by a second coder blind to the hypotheses
of the experiment. The second coder analysed a sample of videos from one participant
at each generation, randomly sampled from across the 5 chains, as well as a subset of
the seed gestures that comprised at least one gesture from each functional category, and
one gesture from each thematic category. This sample made up approximately 10% of
all gestures. The second coder coded both the presence of functional marking, as well
as coding gesture shapes in a sequence. The Cohen’s kappa score representing inter-
coder agreement for the presence of functional marking was 0.87, indicating very high
agreement (Cohen, 1960). For the gesture shape and handedness coding, reliability does
not rely on coders using the same tags as each other. Importantly, the tags themselves
are not relevant, as long as the same tag is used to describe that gesture shape every
time it appears. Therefore, what matters is how coders use the tags across gestures.
We assessed reliability of gesture shapes following Sulik (2018). For all coded pairs of
gestures for a given meaning, we calculated the Jaccard distance for each coder, which
were averaged to find a mean Jaccard distance for each meaning (i.e. the extent to which
the two gestures produced for that meaning were tagged in the same way by that coder).
We then analysed the correlation between by-meaning Jaccard distance scores for each
coder, to assess whether they distribute their tags in similar ways. We find a strong
correlation for the use of gesture shape tags between the two coders (rs = 0.73, p <
0.001). Coding guidelines and reliability analyses across all experiments can be found
at https://osf.io/psxz6/
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body (point-at-self). The handedness parameter coded whether each el-487

ement in a gesture sequence was one- or two-handed. These parame-488

ters were combined for each element, creating an array for each gesture489

sequence. For example, [2-hand-Book, 1-hand-Point-at-object] would de-490

scribe a gesture in which a participant gestures the shape of an open book491

with two flat palms and then points at the book object with a one-handed492

point. Gestures were also coded for the presence of marking along the493

functional dimension. Here a marker was defined as any part of signal494

meaningful to the entire functional category, and not just to the particular495

item in that category. Examples of typical markers are shown in figure 9.496

(a) marker for person category (b) marker for location category

(c) marker for object category (d) marker for action category

Figure 9: Examples of category markers used to distinguish items in different categories
of the functional dimension of the meaning space. Examples are given from each cate-
gory, for person (a), location (b), object (c) and action (d)

2.3.1. Efficiency497

The most straightforward measure of efficiency is perhaps gesture498

length; all things being equal, shorter gestures encoding a given mean-499

ing are more economical. Gesture length, shown in figure 10a (left),500

was calculated as the number of individual elements coded for a par-501

ticular meaning (e.g. the [2-hand-book, 1-hand-point-at-object] gesture502

described above would have a length of 2). We investigated change in the503

length of gestures over generations using a poisson mixed effects analysis,504
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including generation as a fixed effect. Chain, participant and target mean-505

ing were included as random effects. We included random intercepts for506

all random effects, as well as a by-chain random slope of generation. The507

random effect of participant was nested within chain4. Model results for508

experiment 1 are shown in table 1. The model revealed a significant ef-509

fect of generation, indicating that the length of gestures reduces as the510

systems are transmitted. However, figure 10a (left) suggests little change511

in gesture length following the seed generation. We ran a second model512

analysing the gesture length for generations 1 to 5 only; the results of513

the second model suggest that there is no change in gesture length over514

generations if the seed generation is not considered.515

Visual inspection of gestures revealed that in some cases longer ges-516

tures were the result of repetitions. As repetitions are informationally517

redundant, they indicate a particular source of inefficiency in gestures.518

The frequency of repetitions within each participant’s gestures is illus-519

trated in figure 10a (right). Any individual gesture (as defined by the520

coding scheme) that was repeated within a sequence was counted as a521

repetition. For example, a sequence with a point-at-self, a mime of taking522

a photograph, then another point-at-self would have 1 repetition. Gesture523

elements which involve internally repeated movement (e.g., a camera ges-524

ture where the movement of pressing the shutter-release is repeated) were525

not counted as repetitions. The effect of generation on the proportion of526

repetitions was analysed using a poisson mixed effects model, includ-527

ing generation as a fixed effect. Analysis of the model did not reveal a528

significant effect of generation (see table 1). Participants do not show a529

systematic change in the use of repetitions over generations.530

2.3.2. Systematicity531

Recall that entropy is a measure of the consistency of the systems
participants produced. For example, if a participant uses a pray gesture
for church, and the same participant re-uses that gesture for vicar, bible and
to preach, they show greater consistency (lower entropy) than if gestures

4All analyses here and henceforth were implemented using R (R Core Team, 2013)
and lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). All models were run using bound optimisation by quadratic
approximation (bobyqa). Significance values for linear models were obtained using the
R package LmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). For all analyses in this section, the same
random effects structure is used, unless specified.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Efficiency measures of mean gesture length (left) and mean number of
repetitions in a gesture (right), shown for each chain (coloured lines with different mark-
ers). Gesture length is measured as the number of gesture shapes coded in a gesture
sequence, repetitions as the number of repeated gesture shapes in a gesture sequence.
Gestures show no systematic change in length or frequency of repetitions over gener-
ations. (b) Systematicity measures. Mean entropy of gesture shape (left) is shown for
each chain (coloured lines with different markers). The proportion of functional marking
(right) shows proportion of meanings in each category that contain any functional mark-
ers, and shown at each generation, with each coloured bar representing a corresponding
functional category. Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, across
5 transmission chains. Gestures become more systematic and consistent over the set a
participant produces. Functional markers accumulate over generations in each category,
though gestures for actions generally remain unmarked.
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β SE z p

Gesture sequence length (all generations)

generation -0.03 0.01 -2.27 0.02*

Gesture sequence length (generations 1-5)

generation -0.01 0.02 -0.46 0.64

Frequency of repetitions

generation -0.05 0.04 -1.19 0.24

Functional marking

generation 0.71 0.12 6.48 <0.001***

category (verb or noun) -3.51 0.92 -3.81 <0.001***

generation * category -0.19 0.18 -1.08 0.28

β SE t p

Entropy

generation -0.12 0.02 -7.10 0.002**

Table 1: Model summary for measures in experiment 1. Outcome variables are given
in bold type with fixed effect parameters underneath. For each fixed effect, we give
the beta value, the standard error, the z-score or t statistic (where appropriate) and the
p-value.
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for those meanings bore no resemblance to one another. We calculated
the entropy of gesture sets used at each generation, based on the codes
for individual gestures described above. Productions from a participant
were pooled and entropy (H) was calculated over the atomic gestures (x)
produced (i.e., not gesture sequences), given as

H = −∑ p(x) log2 p(x)

where entropy is summed over unique gestures in a set of gestures. For532

generation 0, the entropy was calculated over the seed sets used for that533

chain. Results are illustrated in figure 10b (left). We ran a linear mixed534

effects model predicting entropy from generation, including a random535

intercept for chain, and a random slope of generation. Participant and536

target meaning are not included in the random effects structure here as537

entropy is calculated over the set of gestures for a participant, giving538

one entropy value per participant. Our model revealed a significant ef-539

fect of generation (table 1). As the systems are transmitted, the sets of540

gestures participants use become more consistent and less variable, with541

participants in later generations using fewer individual gestures in higher542

frequencies.5543

Our second measure of systematicity is the use of functional mark-544

ers. We counted the frequency of markers used in each generation of545

each chain, for each category in the functional dimension (person, loca-546

tion, object and action; see figure 10b (right)). Category types were col-547

lapsed into two categories: either nouns (person, location, object) or verbs548

(action), to examine the emergence of broad functional categories. We549

ran a logistic mixed effects model predicting the presence of functional550

marking from generation and category type (noun or verb, with noun as551

the baseline category), as well as their interaction. The model revealed552

a significant effect of generation and category type but no significant in-553

teraction (see table 1). These result suggest that marking for functional554

categories was introduced and increased as the systems were transmit-555

ted. Interestingly, marking introduced a distinction between noun and556

verb categories: the former tend to be marked, whilst the latter often re-557

5This pattern is remarkably consistent across chains. The underlying distributions in
each chain are different from each other, but still produce similar entropy values. See
Supplementary Materials for more details.
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main unmarked (though the presence of verb marking does increase over558

generations).559

2.4. Experiment 1 summary560

Experiment 1 demonstrates that systematic signals in a gestural com-561

munication system can emerge from largely unstructured pantomime562

over the course of five simulated generations in the lab. We do not find563

systematic evidence of a reduction in communicative efficiency— gesture564

length and a moderate amount of repetitions are maintained across gen-565

erations. However, the accompanying increase in systematic structure566

reflects a reduction in the pool of gesture elements such that gestures567

from a more limited set are re-used to systematically distinguish items568

in the meaning space. By generation 5, gestures are no longer complex,569

idiosyncratic pantomimes, but comprise systems of segmented, interde-570

pendent signals. Marking systems emerge from early idiosyncratic ges-571

ture elements which evolve to comprehensively cover the meaning space572

by generation 5. This systematic structure facilitates learning by naive573

participants. These findings are consistent with previous work investi-574

gating the independent effects of transmission (Kirby et al., 2008; Smith575

& Wonnacott, 2010) on the emergence of systematicity in the lab. We576

also suggest that our results are consistent with studies that have found577

systematicity to emerge without transmission (Raviv et al., 2019; Win-578

ters et al., 2018; Nölle et al., 2018). In these cases, other manipulations579

(e.g. expanding meaning space, small training set) increase the pressure580

for simple, compressible systems in interaction. In the present case, when581

both interaction and transmission are present, systems with lower entropy582

and more structure emerge via competing pressures for learnability and583

communicative efficiency. As well as aligning with previous experimen-584

tal research, this hypothesis offers an explanation for patterns found in585

natural languages generally (Kemp & Regier, 2012; Regier et al., 2015),586

and specifically in new sign languages (Goldin-Meadow, 2014; Senghas587

et al., 2004).588

It is, perhaps, surprising that we do not see a clear indication of in-589

creased efficiency across generations, in light of previous work on interac-590

tional pressures (Fay & Ellison, 2013; Fay et al., 2010). Indeed, it is unclear591

what effect interaction is having in this case. Therefore, to demonstrate592

the effects of both interaction and transmission on the emergence of struc-593

ture in the manual domain, experiment 2 tests what happens when each594
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is isolated. Participants take part in either a transmission-only condition595

(where individual participants produce gestures without interacting, and596

those gestures are transmitted to a new learner) or an interaction-only597

condition (where two participants communicate repeatedly within a pair,598

without transmission to new learners). Following previous work (Kirby599

et al., 2008, 2015; Carr et al., 2016), we predict that transmission alone will600

lead to learnable, systematic signals that lack communicative efficiency.601

Conversely, without introducing any explicit pressure for simple, com-602

pressible systems, we predict that interaction alone will lead to shorter,603

more efficient signals that are nevertheless idiosyncratic and therefore604

less suitable for learning by naive users (Fay & Ellison, 2013; Theisen605

et al., 2010). In comparison, we predict that experiment 1 will represent606

the trade-off between the two pressures, with more systematicity in the607

gestures than those that develop through interaction alone, and more ef-608

ficient systems than those that develop through transmission alone.609

3. Experiment 2: isolating transmission and interaction610

3.1. Methods: experiment 2611

3.1.1. Participants612

35 participants were recruited from the same population as experi-613

ment 1 to take part in an interaction-only condition, and a transmission-614

only condition. Ten participants were recruited first for the interaction-615

only condition (aged 21 to 35, median age 22), followed by 25 participants616

for the transmission-only condition (aged 19 to 31, median age 23). Ran-617

dom assignment was not used, as the vastly different running times of618

the two conditions (approximately 90 minutes for the interaction-only619

condition and 45 minutes for the transmission-only condition) meant that620

participants were paid different amounts for participation and had to621

commit to experiments of different lengths. All participants were self-622

reported right-handed native English speakers, with no knowledge of623

sign language. Participants in the interaction-only condition were com-624

pensated £10 for participation, and participants in the transmission-only625

condition were compensated £5.626

3.1.2. Materials627

Materials were identical to those used in experiment 1.628
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Figure 11: Transmission chain structure for all conditions in the two experiments. Solid
arrows represent transmission, dashed lines represent interaction. The seed gestures
(generation 0) act as the variable starting point for each chain or pair in each condition.
Participants in the transmission-only condition only learn from previous participants
and pass gestures on to new participants; they do not interact with other participants.
Participants in the interaction-only condition only interact and do not pass on their
gestures to new participants.

3.1.3. Procedure629

The procedure for the two conditions was largely the same as exper-630

iment 1 (section 2.1.4). Participants in both conditions were instructed631

to use only gesture, not to speak or use manual spelling, and to remain632

seated throughout the task. While recording, participants were shown a633

mirrored image of themselves on-screen. Figure 11 illustrates the struc-634

ture of each condition, compared with experiment 1.635

Transmission-only condition. In the transmission-only condition, partici-636

pants were trained on gesture sequences and then produced gestures for637

the same meanings. Both learning and production were done in iso-638

lation, with no communicative interaction. Participants were organised639

into 5 transmission chains of 5 generations, with a single participant at640

each generation (see figure 11).641
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As in experiment 1, during training, participants were shown videos642

of another person gesturing, from which they had to guess the meaning.643

Participants in generation 1 were exposed to a set of seed videos, while644

participants in generations 2-5 were shown a subset of videos recorded645

in testing by a participant from the previous generation in that chain.646

Participants were again shown gestures for 18 out of the 24 items in the647

meaning space, and completed two rounds of training.648

During testing, participants were presented with items from the mean-649

ing space and asked to communicate them using only gesture. After650

a 3 second countdown, recording started; once they had finished, par-651

ticipants could stop the recording by pressing space bar. Participants652

produced gestures for all 24 meanings in the meaning space. Unlike in653

experiment 1, participants in the transmission-only condition were not654

offered a bonus for fast and accurate responses, and were not explicitly655

timed; all pressures associated with communication were removed, en-656

suring that only the pressures associated with learning were present.657

Interaction-only condition. In the interaction-only condition, pairs of par-658

ticipants repeatedly interacted with each other without transmission to659

new participants. Five pairs of participants took part in an initial training660

round, identical to experiment 1 (and the transmission-only condition) in661

terms of procedure. However, the training sets were always drawn from662

the set of seed gestures, and no training took place after generation 1.663

The testing stage in the interaction-only condition was identical to the664

testing in experiment 1. Participants had to communicate in pairs, taking665

it in turns to either communicate (as director) or interpret (as matcher) for666

all 24 items in the meaning space. Critically though, each pair took part in667

5 consecutive testing rounds for the remainder of the experiment, parallel668

to the 5 generations of experiment 1 (see figure 11). As in experiment 1,669

participants were offered a bonus cash prize for the pair with the highest670

score, judged as a combination of speed and accurate interpretation of671

gestures; the pressure for communication was present in full, but the672

learnability pressure was reduced, since the systems were not transmitted673

to new generations.674

3.2. Results: qualitative analysis675

We first look at typical examples from each condition in order to com-676

pare them qualitatively to the results from experiment 1.677
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(a) Gesture for prison from generation 1, transmission-only condition.

(b) Gesture for prison from generation 5, transmission-only condition.

(c) Gesture for church from a generation 5, transmission-only condition.

Figure 12: Functional marking and redundancy over generations in the transmission-
only condition. Gestures are for the meaning prison, at generation 1 (a) and generation
5 (b) of the same chain, compared with the gesture for church, produced by the same
generation 5 participant (c). 30



Gestures in the transmission-only condition. As in experiment 1, some use678

of marking emerges over generations in the transmission-only condition.679

Figure 12 shows gestures for prison for a generation 1 and 5 participant680

in the same chain. In generation 1, the gesture is holistic, lacking any681

structure that is systematically re-used across the set of gestures; by gen-682

eration 5, systematicity emerges in the form of a location marker (the683

’box’ gesture). In contrast to experiment 1 however, the generation 5 ges-684

tures lack a clear two-part structure, and thematic dimension markers are685

rare. Further, redundancy (including repetition) appears to be common.686

This is shown in the same generation 5 gesture for church, shown in figure687

12b. The participant consistently uses a location marker (though the roof-688

like properties are more noticeable here), which, along with the thematic689

cross and open-book gestures, are repeated. These features accord with690

our prediction that transmission results in some systematic structure, but691

not efficiency.692

Gestures in the interaction-only condition. In the interaction-only condition,693

widespread systematic structure does not emerge. Figure 13 illustrates694

the development of gestures for prison from round 1 to round 5 for a695

single participant, in comparison with his gesture for church at round 5.696

While the gesture for prison is clearly shortened by round 5, the gestures697

have no clear segmentation and no marking that distinguishes the func-698

tional dimension (location). To summarize, in line with our predictions,699

gestures in the interaction-only condition show reduction in form, but700

lack the systematic structure found in experiment 1.701

3.3. Results: Quantitative analysis702

Here we present quantitative analyses comparing results from the703

transmission-only and interaction-only conditions to the results from ex-704

periment 1 (referred to as transmission+interaction) 6. The coding scheme705

is identical to that described in section 2.3 7.706

6Additional analyses pertaining to communication accuracy, learnability and align-
ment can be found in the Supplementary Materials

7Gestures were coded by a second coder, as described in experiment 1. Cohen’s
kappa for agreement on the presence of functional markers was 0.85, indicating very
high agreement. Analysis of the gesture shape tags indicated a strong correlation be-
tween coders (rs = 0.83, p < 0.001).
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(a) Gesture for prison from a participant at round 1.

(b) Gesture for prison from a participant at round 5.

(c) Gesture for church from a participant at round 5.

Figure 13: Lack of segmentation and marking of the meaning space dimensions across
rounds in the interaction-only condition. Gestures shown are for prison, from round 1
(a) and 5 (b) for the same participant in the interaction-only condition, compared with
a gesture from the same participant at round 5 (c), for the meaning church.
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3.3.1. Efficiency707

As before, efficiency is measured in terms of gesture length and fre-708

quency of repetitions. We ran a poisson mixed effects model predicting709

gesture length from generation (or round), condition and their interac-710

tion. Random intercepts for chain (or pair), participant (nested within711

chain or pair) and target meaning were also included, along with a by-712

chain random slope of generation 8. Following the analysis of experiment713

1, we report here the model for gesture length for generations 1-5 only714

(a model including all generations is given in the supplementary ma-715

terials). The model revealed no significant change over generations for716

the baseline condition of transmission + interaction. However, we found717

significant interactions between generation and both the interaction-only718

condition and the transmission-only condition (table 2). When only inter-719

action is present, gestures reduce in length over rounds, whereas when720

only transmission is present, gesture length increases (see figure 14a). No-721

tably, gestures from the transmission + interaction condition represent a722

middle ground between the two, showing that similar gesture length is723

maintained across generations, in response to the trade-off between the724

two pressures.725

Redundancy was measured as the number of repetitions within a sin-726

gle gesture sequence (as described in section 2.3). Figure 14b shows the727

mean number of repetitions within a single gesture, for each condition.728

We ran a poisson mixed effects analysis predicting number of repetitions729

from generation (or round), condition and their interaction. The model730

revealed no significant effect of generation, but a significant interaction731

between generation and each of the two other conditions (shown in ta-732

ble 2). This indicates that a larger decrease in redundancy is found in733

the interaction-only condition compared to the transmission+interaction734

condition. Conversely, redundancy increases in the transmission-only con-735

dition.736

8All models use transmission+interaction (experiment 1) as the baseline condition.
Note that chain is analogous to each pair in the interaction-only condition and genera-
tion is analogous to each round that a pair takes part in. The random effects structure
described here is used in all subsequent analyses in this section, unless specified
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Gesture length (a) and frequency of repetitions (b) for all conditions. Ges-
tures become shorter and show fewer repetitions over rounds in the interaction-only
condition, but show the reverse trend in the transmission-only condition. Gestures in
the transmission + interaction condition show no change for length of repetitions over
generations. Coloured lines with different markers represent each chain or pair.
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Gesture sequence length (generation 1-5) β SE z p

generation -0.01 0.02 -0.51 0.61

condition - interaction only -0.10 0.07 -1.46 0.14

condition - transmission only 0.35 0.07 4.98 <0.001***

generation * condition - interaction only -0.07 0.02 -3.12 0.002**

generation * condition - transmission only 0.20 0.03 7.17 <0.001***

(a)

Frequency of repetitions β SE z p

generation -0.04 0.04 1.18 0.24

condition - interaction only -0.005 0.14 -0.04 0.97

condition - transmission only 0.09 0.14 0.66 0.51

generation * condition - interaction only -0.29 0.05 -5.52 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.35 0.05 6.78 <0.001***

(b)

Table 2: Efficiency results from poisson mixed-effects regression models analysing the
effect of generation and condition, as well as their interaction on (a) the length of gesture
sequences, and (b) the frequency of repetitions in gesture sequences. Each table gives
the outcome variable in bold, and each fixed effect underneath. For each fixed effect, we
give the beta value, the standard error, the z-score, and the p-value.
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3.3.2. Systematicity737

Entropy of the gestures produced for each meaning was calculated738

for both the transmission-only and interaction-only conditions, using the739

same procedure described in section 2.3. Figure 15a shows the average740

entropy for all chains and pairs in each condition.741

We ran a linear mixed effects model predicting entropy from gener-742

ation, condition and their interaction, with a random intercept of chain743

and a random slope of generation. We also included a random intercept744

of participant, nested within chains. The model revealed a significant745

effect of generation for the transmission+interaction condition (baseline)746

and a significant interaction for both the transmission-only condition and747

the interaction-only condition. This indicates that entropy decreased over748

generations in the transmission+interaction condition, more so than in749

the interaction-only and transmission-only conditions. Further analysis750

on data from individual conditions revealed a reduction in entropy over751

generations for the interaction-only condition (β = −0.06, SE = 0.01, t =752

−4.52, p = 0.04) and a marginal trend for the transmission-only condition753

(β = −0.05, SE = 0.02, t = −2.21, p = 0.08). The combination of interac-754

tion and transmission thus lead to the greatest reduction in entropy, with755

only marginal evidence for a reduction in the other conditions.756

We also examined the frequency of markers for categories in the func-757

tional dimension (person, location, object and action), as in experiment 1.758

This is shown for all conditions in figure 15b. We ran a logistic mixed759

effects model predicting marker frequency by generation, condition and760

their interaction. The model revealed a significant effect of generation,761

and a significant interaction between the generation and the interaction-762

only condition, but no significant interaction between generation and the763

transmission-only condition (table 3b). This indicates that category mark-764

ing increased over generations in the transmission+interaction condition765

and transmission-only conditions but not in the interaction-only condi-766

tion.767

3.4. Experiment 2 summary768

Experiment 2 investigated the gesture systems which emerged when769

interaction alone or transmission alone were present, in comparison to770

experiment 1, in which both were present.771

Gestures from the interaction-only condition became shorter and showed772

fewer repetitions over rounds, while gestures in the transmission-only773
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: (a) Mean entropy of gesture sets in each condition. Coloured lines with dif-
ferent markers represent mean values for each chain/pair. Entropy reduces to a greater
extent in the transmission + interaction condition, than in the other two conditions.
(b) Frequency of functional marking at each condition, shown at each generation for
the categories of person, location, object, action. Error bars represent 95% bootstrapped
confidence intervals. Strikingly, the frequency of functional markers increases only in
conditions with transmission to new learners. Gestures in the interaction-only condition
do not show the same cumulative increase in functional markers, compared to the other
conditions.
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Entropy β SE t p

generation -0.12 0.01 -10.83 <0.001***

condition - interaction only 0.02 0.04 0.54 0.63

condition - transmission only 0.08 0.04 1.90 0.06

generation * condition - interaction only 0.07 0.01 6.01 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.1 0.02 6.53 <0.001***

(a)

Functional marking β SE z p

generation 0.75 0.09 8.30 <0.001***

condition - interaction only -0.24 0.28 -0.9 0.39

condition - transmission only -0.86 0.33 -2.64 0.008**

generation * condition - interaction only -0.54 0.09 -5.83 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.14 0.11 1.25 0.21

(b)

Table 3: Systematicity results from mixed-effects regression models analysing the effect
of generation and condition, as well as their interaction on (a) entropy of gesture sets,
and (b) frequency of functional marker gestures. Each table gives the outcome variable
in bold, and each fixed effect underneath. For each fixed effect, we give the beta value,
the standard error, the z-score or t statistic, where appropriate, and the p-value.
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condition showed an increase in both length and repetitions. By con-774

trast, gestures in the transmission + interaction condition demonstrate a775

trade-off between the two pressures, with gestures showing neither the776

reduction, nor the increase in length and repetition found in the other777

two conditions.778

While gestures in the interaction-only condition demonstrate increased779

efficiency, they failed to show systematicity; gestures were not generally780

re-used across associated meanings. Instead, systematicity emerged in781

the transmission-only condition, as predicted if transmission introduces a782

pressure for systems to be more learnable by naive participants9. Overall,783

these results are compatible with the claim that competing pressures in784

transmission and interaction results in systems adapted for both learning785

and communication (Kirby et al., 2015). As such, only the combination786

of these pressures (here with a combination of transmission and interac-787

tion) will lead to language-like gestures that are efficient and demonstrate788

systematic recombination of segmented elements. However, as described789

above (section 2.1.4), our interaction procedure incorporates both a com-790

municative task and explicit incentives for quick and accurate communi-791

cation (a visual timer and a monetary prize). These explicit constraints792

could explain some of the differences between the two conditions that793

operationalise interaction and the transmission-only condition. In exper-794

iment 3, we re-run the transmission+interaction and the interaction-only795

conditions without these explicit incentives.796

4. Experiment 3: efficient interaction without constraints797

4.1. Methods and materials798

As with experiment 2, the two conditions were run separately rather799

than with random assignment to condition due to the different running800

times and payment rates of the two experiments. Apart from the removal801

of the explicit time pressure, the first condition replicated experiment 1802

(transmission+interaction), and the second replicated the interaction-only803

condition of experiment 2.804

9See Supplementary Materials for measures of learnability
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4.1.1. Participants805

50 participants (aged 18-40, median age 22) were recruited from the806

University of Edinburgh careers website to take part in the transmis-807

sion+interaction condition. The experiment took roughly 1 hour to com-808

plete and participants were compensated £7.50. Ten additional partici-809

pants (aged 18-31, median age 21) were recruited for the interaction-only810

condition. Participants in the interaction-only condition took roughly 1.5811

hours to complete the experiment and were paid £12 for participation.812

All participants were self-reported right-handed native English speakers813

with no knowledge of sign language.814

4.1.2. Materials815

All materials used in the two conditions were the same as in experi-816

ment 1 (see section 2.1).817

4.1.3. Procedure818

The procedure for both conditions was identical to that described in819

the relevant procedure sections with one exception: the explicit incentives820

for fast and accurate communication were removed. There was no timer,821

no prize, and no specific instructions as to how fast participants should822

be in communication.823

4.2. Results: qualitative analysis824

Gestures from experiment 3 (transmission + interaction and interaction-825

only) show similar qualitative structures to those in corresponding con-826

ditions in experiments 1 and 2. Gestures in the transmission + interac-827

tion condition, illustrated in figure 16a, show the re-use of gesture el-828

ements to signal similarities in meanings, both along the functional di-829

mension and the thematic dimensions of the meaning space. Gestures in830

the interaction-only condition (shown in figure 16b) show some re-use of831

gesture parts, but tend to have much shorter gesture sequences that do832

not signal their shared associations.833

4.3. Results: quantitative results834

The analyses presented below contrast the two conditions of experi-835

ment 3 (transmission+interaction and interaction-only) with the transmission-836
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(a) Transmission + Interaction (b) Interaction only

Figure 16: Examples of gestures from a) the transmission + interaction condition, and b)
the interaction-only condition. Qualitatively, the gestures look similar to gestures from
corresponding conditions in experiments 1 and 2. Gestures in a) demonstrate a two-part
structure, signalling associations on both the thematic and functional dimensions of the
meaning space. By contrast, gestures in b) do not systematically signal associations
between meanings.
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only condition of experiment 2 10. Gestures from experiment 3 were837

coded as described in section 2.3.11
838

4.3.1. Efficiency839

Gesture length and frequency of repetitions (figure 17) were both anal-840

ysed using a poisson mixed effects model with generation, condition and841

their interaction as fixed effects (using the same random effects structure842

as described in section 3.3)12. As with previous results, we report here843

the gesture length model for generations 1-5. The gesture length model844

did not reveal a significant effect of generation (see table 4a), but demon-845

strated significant interactions between generation and condition, both for846

the interaction-only condition and the transmission-only condition. As in847

experiment 2, we find that gesture sequence length in the interaction-only848

decreases over generations, in comparison to the transmission + interac-849

tion condition, while it increases in the transmission-only condition.850

The model analysing repetition frequency revealed similar results: a851

significant effect of generation as well as a significant interaction between852

generation and both other conditions (table 4b). Repetitions increase853

slightly in the transmission+interaction condition, though to a lesser ex-854

tent than in the transmission-only condition, and decrease from genera-855

tion 1 in the interaction-only condition. Again, without explicit pressure856

for efficient communication, redundancies in the conditions where in-857

teraction is present are still not as frequent as in the transmission-only858

condition. Overall, these results suggest that interaction by itself results859

in a pressure for increased efficiency.860

4.3.2. Systematicity861

Entropy of participants’ gesture sets and the frequency of gestures862

marking the functional dimensions of the meaning space are shown in863

10As with the previous experiments, analyses pertaining to communicative accuracy,
learnability and alignment can be found in the supplementary materials

11Gestures were coded by a second coder, as described in experiment 1. Cohen’s
kappa for agreement on the presence of functional markers was 0.82, indicating very
high agreement. Analysis of the gesture shape tags indicated a strong correlation be-
tween coders (rs = 0.91, p < 0.001).

12All models use transmission+interaction as the baseline condition, and the random
effects structure described in section 3.3 is used in all subsequent analyses in this section,
unless specified
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Gesture sequence length (generation 1-5) β SE z p

generation 0.01 0.02 0.67 0.50

condition - interaction only -0.26 0.07 -3.93 <0.001***

condition - transmission only -0.06 0.07 -0.86 0.39

generation * condition - interaction only -0.11 0.02 -5.04 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.18 0.03 6.23 <0.001***

(a)

Frequency of repetitions β SE z p

generation 0.16 0.03 4.94 <0.001***

condition - interaction only -0.02 0.13 -0.18 0.86

condition - transmission only -0.24 0.13 -1.79 0.07

generation * condition - interaction only -0.42 0.04 -10.09 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.13 0.05 2.84 0.004**

(b)

Table 4: Efficiency results from poisson mixed-effects regression models analysing the
effect of generation and condition, as well as their interaction on (a) the length of gesture
sequences, and (b) the frequency of repetitions in gesture sequences. Each table gives
the outcome variable in bold, and each fixed effect underneath. For each fixed effect, we
give the beta value, the standard error, the z-score, and the p-value.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Gesture length (a) and frequency of repetitions (b) for all conditions. Ges-
ture sequences in the interaction-only condition become shorter over generations and
use fewer repetitions, while gestures in the transmission-only condition become longer
with more repetitions. Gestures in the transmission + interaction condition show no
significant change in gesture length or repetitions over generations. Coloured lines and
different markers represent the mean values for each chain/pair.
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figure 18.864

Entropy. A linear mixed effects regression model predicted entropy from865

generation, condition and their interaction, with random intercepts of866

chain and participant. We also included a by-chain slope of generation,867

and the random effects for participant were nested in chains. The model868

revealed a significant effect of generation for the transmission+interaction869

condition (baseline, table 5a). The model also revealed a significant in-870

teraction for both other conditions. These results replicate the results871

from experiment 2; entropy reduces over generations in the transmis-872

sion+interaction condition, and this same reduction is not found to the873

same extent in the other two conditions.874

Functional marking. A logistic mixed effects model predicting frequency875

of functional marking by condition, generation and their interaction re-876

vealed a significant effect of generation for the transmission+interaction877

condition (table 5b). There was no significant interaction for the transmission-878

only condition. However, this interaction was significant in the interaction-879

only condition. These results replicate our previous findings: there is an880

increase in marking over generations for both the transmission-only and881

the transmission+interaction conditions, but not the interaction-only con-882

dition.883

4.4. Experiment 3 summary884

In experiment 3, we removed the explicit incentives for quick and ac-885

curate communication (a visual timer and a monetary prize) from the two886

interaction conditions in order to rule this out as a potential explanation887

for the differences between these conditions and the transmission-only888

condition. We replicated our previous findings regarding systematicity889

(entropy) and functional marker frequency; even without these incentives,890

both transmission conditions differed from the interaction-only condition.891

Furthermore, we find similar results with regards to gesture length; ges-892

tures in the interaction-only condition show a reduction in length, while893

gesture length does not change consistently across generations 1-5 in the894

transmission + interaction condition. We do however, find that gestures895

in the transmission + interaction condition show an increase in the use of896

repetitions over generations, in contrast to the results from experiments 1897

and 2. Given that this does not lead to a comparative increase in length,898
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18: (a) Mean entropy of gesture sets in each condition. Coloured lines with dif-
ferent markers represent means for each chain/pair. Entropy reduces across generations
in the transmission + interaction condition, but does not reduce to the same extent in
the other two conditions. (b) Frequency of functional marking at each condition, shown
at each generation for the categories of person, location, object, action. Error bars repre-
sent 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. The frequency of functional markers only
increases in conditions with transmission to new learners.
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Entropy β SE t p

generation 0.27 0.04 -6.90 <0.001***

condition - interaction only -0.02 0.04 -0.48 0.63

condition - transmission only 0.19 0.04 4.71 <0.001***

generation * condition - interaction only 0.07 0.01 5.08 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.03 0.02 2.09 0.04*

(a)

Functional marking β SE z p

generation 0.80 0.10 7.76 <0.001***

condition - interaction only 0.25 0.36 0.70 0.48

condition - transmission only -0.42 0.39 -1.08 0.28

generation * condition - interaction only -0.66 0.10 -6.14 <0.001***

generation * condition - transmission only 0.09 0.14 0.66 0.51

(b)

Table 5: Systematicity results from mixed-effects regression models analysing the effect
of generation and condition, as well as their interaction on (a) entropy of gesture sets,
and (b) frequency of functional marker gestures. Each table gives the outcome variable
in bold, and each fixed effect underneath. For each fixed effect, we give the beta value,
the standard error, the z-score or t statistic, where appropriate, and the p-value.
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and in light of the reduced entropy, it is possible that these repetitions are899

part of the structural reorganisation of gesture sequences.900

On the whole, we find that gestures in the transmission + interac-901

tion condition still represent a middle ground between the two pressures902

for measures of efficiency. This suggests that a communicative task in903

the absence of explicit incentives for speed still introduces a substan-904

tial pressure for efficiency. Moreover, the differences between the three905

conditions again suggest that when both transmission and interaction906

are present, there is a trade-off between them; gestures in the transmis-907

sion+interaction condition are intermediate between the two isolated con-908

ditions. Importantly, we once again demonstrate that efficient, systematic909

structure emerges when both transmission and interaction are at play.910

5. General discussion911

The present study aimed to investigate the independent and combined912

contributions of interaction (using a system to communicate) and trans-913

mission (learning by new generations) in shaping emerging manual com-914

munication systems. Specifically, we were interested in how these pro-915

cesses facilitate the continuous evolution of pantomimes into language-916

like gestures, involving a shift from holistically structured, inefficient ges-917

tures to ones exhibiting systematicity and efficiency.918

In experiment 1, we showed a combination of interaction and trans-919

mission leads to the emergence of language-like systems from pantomime.920

Systematicity increased through the introduction and expansion of in-921

terdependent re-usable signals conveying the dimensions of the mean-922

ing space. However, gesture length and repetition frequency showed no923

consistent changes over generations, which did not clearly suggest any924

change in the efficiency of gestures participants produced.925

In experiment 2, we tested the effects of each mechanism in isolation.926

We found that, although gestures in each condition exhibited some in-927

crease in the language-like properties we measured, they did not do so to928

the same degree as in experiment 1. As predicted, without a pressure for929

learnability, gestures in the interaction-only condition showed increased930

efficiency, and consistency but gestures remained idiosyncratic and no931

widespread use of functional category marking developed. This extends932

the results of previous studies to the gestural modality (Garrod et al.,933

2007; Theisen et al., 2010; Fay et al., 2010; Fay & Ellison, 2013; Kirby et al.,934
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2015). Without new learners being introduced, there is little pressure for935

learnability; gestures used within a pair do not need to be predictable936

across the meaning space for communicative success. Signals in these937

cases lack systematic structure, and individual signals remain relatively938

independent of each other.939

By contrast, the systems that emerge in the transmission-only condi-940

tion showed widespread use of marking to signal the functional dimen-941

sion, comparable with experiment 1. They demonstrated segmentation942

and increased systematic structure over generations. However, gestures943

were relatively less efficient. This again extends previous findings which944

demonstrate a cumulative increase in structure as signals are transmitted945

to new learners (Beckner et al., 2017; Kirby et al., 2008; Verhoef et al.,946

2014). While a pressure for learnability led to an interdependent system947

of re-used and recombined signals (Kirby et al., 2015; Raviv et al., 2019;948

Nölle et al., 2018), without the pressure for efficient communication, ges-949

tures produced by individuals in the transmission-only condition were950

much longer and exhibited large-scale redundancies through repetition.951

Notably, it is unclear why participants in the transmission-only condition952

would produce such long and repetitive sequences, given that they are953

somewhat effortful to produce. Though it is possible that this is an arte-954

fact of the task (i.e. sitting in front of a camera may carry some implicit955

expectations), similar results have been found in a task where signals956

were created with buzzer presses (Kempe et al., 2017). The motivations957

for these inefficient gesture sequences are unclear in this case, but may958

be an interesting question in itself. Whatever these motivations may be,959

however, our results clearly demonstrate that the use of gestures in in-960

teraction moderates the production of long, redundant gestures. In ex-961

periment 2, the lack of change in efficiency measures in the transmission962

+ interaction condition demonstrates the trade-off between transmission963

and interaction. Gesture length and repetitions neither increase (as with964

transmission) or decrease (as with interaction), but represent an interme-965

diate development.966

Finally, in experiment 3 we removed the incentives for quick and967

accurate communication from the experimental design in the transmis-968

sion+interaction and interaction-only condition. Because these were present969

in addition to the communicative task in experiments 1 and 2, removing970

them allowed us to test the extent to which they were driving some of971

the differences between our conditions. As expected, our findings with972
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respect to systematic structure were replicated. Furthermore, explicit in-973

centives were not necessary for increased efficiency over generations in974

the interaction-only condition; as in experiment 2, reductions in gesture975

sequence length and repetition frequency were both found. In the trans-976

mission+interaction condition, however, instead of a decrease we found977

a slight increase in the number of repetitions, though this was not re-978

flected in increased gesture length. Importantly though, the transmis-979

sion+interaction condition clearly exhibits the signature effects of both980

mechanisms. Efficiency is lower than in the interaction-only condition,981

but still higher than in the transmission-only condition. The implicit pres-982

sure for communicative efficiency is therefore still at work.983

The set of experiments described here demonstrate the effects of trans-984

mission and interaction on an evolving manual linguistic system. Our985

findings support the hypothesis that—independent of modality—pressures986

for learnable and communicatively effective systems drive the emergence987

of language-like structure. Crucially, both pressures must be present for988

the emergence of signals that are both systematic and efficient (Regier989

et al., 2015; Theisen-White et al., 2011). Specifically, neither transmission990

alone nor interaction alone led to language-like structures in our exper-991

iments. Only when both mechanisms worked together did we see the992

emergence of gestures that maintained communicative efficiency whilst993

at the same time developing structure through the systematic recombi-994

nation of segmented signals. The miniature artificial sign languages that995

evolve in these experiments show evidence of adapting to the specific996

pressures at play in each condition; systems in the interaction-only con-997

dition become suited to efficient communication within a pair, whilst sys-998

tems in the transmission-only condition lack communicative efficiency,999

but demonstrate systematic structure which signals the dimensions of1000

the meaning space. These results are corroborated by naturalistic data1001

from emerging sign systems. Homesigns, used by individuals, lack reg-1002

ularity and exhibit low rates of conventionalisation (Richie et al., 2014;1003

Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). Emerging sign languages in their earliest1004

stages begin to show stabilisation and conventionalisation, but they lack1005

the relative consistency of older sign languages; as the systems are used1006

in interaction and transmitted to new learners, the languages further sta-1007

bilise and begin to develop consistent and regular structures across sign-1008

ers (Sandler et al., 2005; Padden et al., 2010; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014).1009

Our results reveal similar patterns; gestures in early generations (genera-1010
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tions 0 and 1) lack regularity and show little evidence of conventionalisa-1011

tion. Gestures that are used between pairs of participants without trans-1012

mission become more conventionalised and efficient, but lack systematic1013

structure. But through the repeated use and transmission of the systems,1014

gestures become systematic and regular within a chain. In particular,1015

our results show the development of categorical markers that distinguish1016

between nouns and verbs in the meaning space, consistent with early de-1017

velopment of such categories in emerging sign languages (Tkachman &1018

Sandler, 2013; Padden et al., 2013; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2014). We find1019

that segmentation and grammaticalisation of holistic gestures can occur1020

following transmission, in response to pressures for learnable, compress-1021

ible systems, aligning with research on segmenation in NSL (Senghas1022

et al., 2004). Furthermore, our results exhibit a pattern consistent with1023

the results of Goldin-Meadow et al. (2014), where stability of categorical1024

distinctions increased over cohorts of NSL from Nicaraguan homesigners1025

(who showed little stability) to second-cohort signers.1026

By using the manual modality, our experiments also potentially min-1027

imise the interference that prior linguistic knowledge may have had in1028

previous research using artificial language learning experiments. More1029

generally, this method allows the investigation of modality-independent1030

mechanisms that affect language, but may also offer a platform for in-1031

vestigating modality-specific phenomena involved in the emergence of1032

linguistic structure, such as the presence of iconicity in a system as it1033

develops structure (Micklos, 2017).1034

6. Conclusion1035

Previous work on the naturalistic emergence of manual communica-1036

tion systems has shown how interaction between speakers in a commu-1037

nity together with the introduction of new language learners leads to1038

distinct linguistic features. At the same time, experimental research on1039

the evolution of spoken and written languages in the lab has provided1040

confirmatory evidence that both interaction and transmission are crucial1041

to the emergence of structured, efficient systems. Here we combine two1042

well-known paradigms—silent gesture and iterated learning—to investi-1043

gate how linguistic structure emerges in artificial manual sign systems.1044

By incorporating both interaction within generations and transmission1045

of the system to naive learners in our experiments, we have shown that1046
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the combined effects of these mechanisms drive the gradual emergence1047

of systematic and efficient gestures. When both are present, gestures1048

showed an increase in conventionalisation, signal re-use, and functional1049

marking, and a reduction in the redundancy that is characteristic of pan-1050

tomime. The studies presented here extend previous experimental work,1051

while potentially reducing the effect of prior linguistic experience on par-1052

ticipants’ behaviour. At the same time, they offer a parallel to the obser-1053

vation of structural development in natural sign languages. By providing1054

an experimental complement to data from natural languages, this work1055

illustrates how we can begin to bridge the gap between longitudinal, nat-1056

urally occurring data on language emergence, with controlled hypothesis1057

testing through experimentation.1058
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9. Supplementary materials1250

9.1. Video examples1251

The gesture videos from all experiments can be found in the Univer-1252

sity of Edinburgh’s DataStore, at http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/2447.1253

9.2. Analyses1254

Data files and Jupyter notebooks detailing all analyses can be accessed1255

via the Open Science Framework at https://osf.io/psxz6/.1256

9.3. Gesture shape distributions1257

Figure 19 illustrates the number of gestures against their frequencies1258

for each generation of each chain in experiment one. Unique gesture1259

shapes described by the coding scheme are given on the x-axis, at each1260

generation, and their frequency is shown on the y-axis. These charts1261

demonstrate the similar trajectories that each chain follows in regular-1262

ising the gesture shapes they use, which is measured in the main text1263

using entropy. The pathways of this process in each chain are remarkably1264

similar. We suggest that the ways in which participants create regular1265

gesture sets is limited; they begin with a larger number of different ges-1266

tures, and through communication and transmission, settle on particular1267

shapes, eliminating competing gestures. This leads to a smaller pool of1268

gestures being re-used more frequently, and can occur regardless of the1269

particular gestures used.1270

9.4. Communicative accuracy1271

We noted the accuracy at each trial, i.e. whether the matcher guessed1272

the meaning correctly from their partner’s gesture. Figure 20 shows the1273

percentage of correct responses at each generation or round across con-1274

ditions where interaction is present. Accuracy cannot be measured for1275

the transmission-only condition, as there is no gesture interpretation in-1276

volved in the testing stage of the experiment.1277

Logistic mixed effects models analysed the effect of generation and1278

condition on communicative accuracy. Chain (or pair) and target mean-1279

ing were included as random effects with random intercepts, and a ran-1280

dom slope of generation (or round) was included for chain (or pair). The1281

random effects for participant were nested within chains. Transmission +1282

interaction was used as the baseline condition, here and throughout this1283
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Figure 19: Frequency of unique gesture shapes at each generation, for each chain in
experiment 1. Over generations in each chain, participants increasingly re-use the same
atomic gestures, from a smaller pool of gestures. For example, at generation 0 seed
participants use a wide range of different gestures in low frequencies. By generation
5, participants re-use the same gestures in higher frequencies, and use fewer unique
gestures.

section. The random effect structure specified here is used for all subse-1284

quent models in this section. One model compared the transmission +1285

interaction data from experiment 1 with the interaction-only data from1286

experiment 2 (both with explicit interactional pressures); another model1287

compared the two corresponding conditions in experiment 3 (without ex-1288

plicit interactional pressures). Results from each model are given in table1289

6.1290

We find no main effect of generation for the transmission + interac-1291

tion condition, though for each comparison we find a significant interac-1292

tion between generation and condition, suggesting that accuracy in the1293

interaction-only conditions does increase over generations, in each case.1294

These results suggest that gestures in the interaction-only condition fulfil1295

a primary purpose of facilitating communication between partners. The1296
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20: Communicative accuracy for a) experiment 1 (transmission + interaction) and
the interaction-only condition of experiment 2, and b) the two corresponding conditions
of experiment 3. Accuracy does not increase over generations in the transmission +
interaction conditions, but demonstrates an increase over generations in the interaction-
only conditions.
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β SE z p

Model 1

generation 0.07 0.08 0.84 0.40

condition 0.03 0.26 0.10 0.92

condition * generation 0.80 0.15 5.30 <0.001***

Model 2

generation 0.19 0.14 1.35 0.18

condition 0.59 0.30 1.98 0.05

condition * generation 0.68 0.16 4.16 <0.001***

Table 6: Model summary for logistic mixed effects models analysing the effect of gen-
eration and condition on communicative accuracy. Model 1 compares transmission +
interaction data from experiment 1 and interaction-only data from experiment 2. Model
2 compares corresponding conditions in experiment 3. For each fixed effect, we give the
beta value, the standard error, the z statistic and the p-value.

lack of change over generations for the transmission + interaction con-1297

ditions may illustrate the trade off between transmission + interaction;1298

in this case, a drive for communicative accuracy trades off with a pres-1299

sure for learnable gestures. Note, however, that communicative accuracy1300

is still high in the transmission + interaction conditions (mean accuracy:1301

experiment 1 = 87.3%, experiment 3 = 86.5%).1302

9.5. Within- and between-generation similarity1303

To assess alignment and learnability, we measured gesture similarity1304

in two ways, using the same measure. We measured the similarity of a1305

participant’s gestures to (a) the gestures of their partner in communica-1306

tion, and, (b) the the gestures of their training model. We will call the1307

former within-generation similarity, and the latter between-generation1308

similarity. Within-generation similarity offers a measure of alignment be-1309

tween communication partners, and between-generation similarity gives1310

an indication of how learnable gestures are, by measuring how well par-1311

ticipants reproduce the gestures they see in training.1312
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Gesture similarity is based on gesture coding strings and is given as1313

the Jaccard index, a similarity measure defined as,1314

J(A, B) =
|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

denoting the intersection of two sets (only what is shared between1315

them) divided by the union of the two sets (all unique elements across1316

both sets). Within-generation similarity was calculated for experiment1317

1 (transmission + interaction) and the interaction-only condition in ex-1318

periment 2, as well as for both corresponding conditions of experiment1319

3. Within-generation similarity is not measured in the transmission-only1320

condition, where there is only one participant per generation. Similarly,1321

between-generation similarity was calculated for experiment 1 (transmis-1322

sion + interaction), the transmission-only condition in experiment 2, and1323

the transmission + interaction condition of experiment 3. We did not mea-1324

sure between-generation similarity for the interaction-only conditions in1325

experiments 2 and 3, as no new learners are introduced, and no further1326

training takes place.1327

Within-generation similarity. Linear mixed effects models analysed the ef-1328

fect of generation and condition on alignment scores. As with the models1329

measuring accuracy, one model compared alignment between the trans-1330

mission + interaction data from experiment 1 and the interaction-only1331

data from experiment 2 and another model compared alignment in the1332

conditions of experiment 3. Model results are shown in table 7; figure1333

21 illustrates results from both comparisons. With both comparisons, we1334

find an increase in alignment over generations, and no interaction be-1335

tween condition and generation. With or without explicit interactional1336

pressures, communicating participants become more aligned over gener-1337

ations or rounds, suggesting that gestures become increasingly conven-1338

tionalised when used in interaction.1339

Between-generation similarity. The model structure described above was1340

used to analyse the effect of generation and condition on between-generation1341

similarity. One model compared learnability in the transmission + inter-1342

action data from experiment 1 with the transmission-only data from ex-1343

periment 2; another model compared learnability in the transmission +1344

interaction data from experiment 3 with the transmission-only data from1345

experiment 2. Model results are shown in table 8.1346
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(a)

(b)

Figure 21: Within-generation similarity for a) experiment 1 (transmission + interaction)
and the interaction-only condition of experiment 2, and b) the two corresponding con-
ditions of experiment 3. Alignment increases over generations, with no significant dif-
ference between conditions in both cases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22: Between-generation similarity for a) experiment 1 (transmission + interaction)
and the transmission-only condition of experiment 2, and b) the transmission + interac-
tion condition from experiment 3, and the transmission-only condition from experiment
2. Learnability increases over generations, with no significant difference between condi-
tions in both cases.
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β SE t p

Model 1

generation 0.03 0.01 2.63 0.01*

condition -0.04 0.03 -1.22 0.22

condition * generation 0.02 0.01 1.13 0.25

Model 2

generation 0.04 0.009 4.20 <0.001***

condition -0.12 0.03 -4.10 <0.001***

condition * generation -0.004 0.01 -0.33 0.74

Table 7: Model summary for within-generation similarity. Model 1 compares transmis-
sion + interaction data from experiment 1 and interaction-only data from experiment 2.
Model 2 compares corresponding conditions in experiment 3. For each fixed effect, we
give the beta value, the standard error, the t statistic and the p-value.

Both comparisons demonstrated an increase in between-generation1347

similarity over generations, and found no interaction between condition1348

and generation. Thus, where transmission is present, we find an increase1349

in learnability over generations, with participants better able to reproduce1350

the gestures they have learnt in training.1351
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β SE t p

Model 1

generation 0.05 0.02 3.27 0.02*

condition -0.06 0.05 -1.28 0.21

condition * generation -0.005 0.02 -0.24 0.81

Model 2

generation 0.07 0.01 4.92 <0.001***

condition 0.003 0.06 0.06 0.96

condition * generation -0.02 0.02 -0.99 0.33

Table 8: Model summary for between-generation similarity. Model 1 compares transmis-
sion + interaction data from experiment 1 and transmission-only data from experiment
2. Model 2 compares corresponding conditions in experiment 3. For each fixed effect,
we give the beta value, the standard error, the t statistic and the p-value.
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